Bright Room-Temperature Phosphorescence from Mixed Mothballs Enabling Specific Identification of the Illegal Component
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ABSTRACT: Ultralong organic room-temperature phosphorescence (RTP) with high brightness was rarely achieved to date despite their huge potential in various applications such as lighting, sensing, anti-counterfeiting and imaging. Herein, by exploiting π-π* nature of the lowest excited triplet state of naphthalene (NL, the traditional active ingredient for mothball) and intersystem crossing-promoting factors from 1,4-dichlorobenzene (DCB, a safer alternative to NL as mothball), we report a simple and novel guest/host system, namely NL/DCB, that could produce strong green RTP with quantum yield > 20% and lifetime > 0.76 s (afterglow duration > 10 s) at ambient conditions. The RTP performance with simultaneous high efficiency and ultralong lifetime is superior to that of mostly organic (metal-free) RTP materials reported so far. Control experiments with different hosts and first-principle theoretical calculations revealed that the robust RTP behavior in the unique NL/DCB system was mainly attributed to a combination of cluster-exciton formation and external heavy atom effect. Meanwhile, the remarkable “turn-on” type RTP to naked eyes allows fast and specific detection of illegal NL mothball using DCB as a sensor, which is valuable in household as well as industrial applications.

INTRODUCTION

Naphthalene (NL) mothballs have been used as insect repellents and deodorants worldwide for a long period of time.1 Meanwhile, a variety of important chemicals are synthesized using NL as precursor in industry.2 However, application of the products always leads to high indoor concentration of NL vapor due to their rapid sublimation at room temperature, which is detrimental to human beings considering its severe toxicity (including capacity to cause hemolysis and organ injury), carcinogenicity and high flammability.3,7 In addition to inhalation of NL vapor, children and old people tend to swallow the whole NL balls by thinking of it as sugar, which could be life-threatening.5 The World Health Organization and many countries have designated NL as illegal component for mothballs. However, this has not yet contained the spread of NL mothballs which are often mislabeled as natural camphor by illicit manufacturers. It is challenging for law enforcers and consumers to distinguish NL from camphor (1,7,7-trimethylbicyclo [2.2.1] heptan-2-one) by routine density method since additives can be incorporated to make NL balls also lighter than water. Furthermore, NL mothballs have similar appearance and odor to camphor balls.8 Therefore, a specific method that is exclusive for NL identification is in urgent demand.

Luminescence spectroscopy is broadly employed in various disciplines such as analytical chemistry and biosciences since it tells featured information about the electronic states of a given compound. Compared to steady-state luminescence spectroscopy, afterglow spectroscopy can filter interference from excitation light by time-resolved technique, allowing for higher signal-to-noise ratio.9,10 In addition, afterglow phenomenon is fairly intuitive and distinguishable to naked eyes.11-16 As a result, many ultralong afterglow materials (including RTP and charge separation-recombination13-14, 16-17 systems) have been developed in recent years, which show potential applications in lighting,18 displaying,19 encryption,17, 20-32 imaging33-35 and advanced anti-counterfeiting.36-39 Currently, improving the efficiency or brightness of ultralong afterglow remains a central challenge, with very limited highly emissive cases (QY in order of magnitude of 10% or higher) reported to date using well-designed material structures such as co-crystals,40 assemblies41, hydrogen-bonding41 and carbon dots in selected matrix36.

In respect of RTP emitter (the more versatile source for afterglow in organic system), both aromatic and non-aromatic phosphor has been developed with the former being more typical.42 As the simplest polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, NL, however, its phosphorescence property has been mainly investigated at
cryogenic temperature by spectroscopists.\textsuperscript{53-55} Instead, RTP of NL seems to be observable with relatively low QY only in complex micellar or supra-molecular structure under stringent deoxygenation condition.\textsuperscript{46} This situation raises an important question: can NL exactly produce efficient ultralong phosphorescence that is useful in practical application at ambient temperature and atmosphere? In principle, the lowest excited triplet state (T\textsubscript{1}) of NL is of pure \pi-\pi* nature and thus the spin-forbidden T\textsubscript{1}-S\textsubscript{0} transition can lead to ultralong phosphorescence lifetime. However, weak spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and planar conformation of NL molecule (usually prone to aggregate-cause quenching, ACQ) make bulk NL difficult to show RTP. Thus, to achieve efficient RTP for NL, at least three requirements should be met: (1) the NL molecules is dispersed in a matrix to avoid bulk aggregation;\textsuperscript{47-49} (2) the matrix is rigid and dense enough at RT to minimize molecular-motion and oxygen quenching;\textsuperscript{21} (3) since NL lacks “one-center” \pi-\pi* orbital transition that is required for flip or rephase of electron spin,\textsuperscript{21} the host molecule need to be ISC-promoting.

Accordingly, on one hand, halogen-containing host is expected to be effective as a result of external heavy atom effect.\textsuperscript{50,51} On the other hand, should the host molecules form cluster excitons with NL, ISC will be further boosted.\textsuperscript{52} To this end, the host is preferred to have excited-state energy lying closely above that of the guest. Meanwhile, electron-donating/withdrawing abilities of the host and the guest should not differ too much.\textsuperscript{52-56} Coincidentally, DCB, a safer and 2\textsuperscript{nd}-generation mothball which was suggested to replace NL, fulfills all the necessary criteria as a host to activate the RTP of NL. As anticipated, strikingly bright and ultralong afterglow was realized in the “simple” NL/DCB guest/host system at ambient conditions. In the current work, we systematically investigated the mechanism of this RTP phenomenon and demonstrated its potential to serve as a powerful optical tool in sensing applications.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Luminescent properties of the guest/host samples. To gain a detailed understanding about the influence of host on the photophysical properties of NL, we selected halogen-free (DMB) and a series of halogen-containing (TriCB, TCB, DBB) benzene derivatives as control in addition to DCB (Figure 1). All the hosts and NL were purified with silica-gel chromatography using distilled solvent and their purity were verified by high-performance liquid chromatography prior to use. These single-component materials did show relatively weak fluorescence but no RTP (afterglow) was observed at all. Specifically, the steady-state PL spectrum of NL in CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2} shows a fluorescence band (\(\phi_{FL} = 14\%\)) centered at 327 nm with several vibrational peaks (337 and 341 nm). In comparison, the NL solid exhibits major emission peak centered at 340 nm with decreased QY (\(\phi_{FL} = 9\%\)) and slightly blurred vibrational patterns. As for the host solids, DMB show emission peak at 332 nm (\(\phi_{FL} = 3\%\)) while halogenated hosts all exhibited very faint fluorescence in the UV region with QY <1% (Figure S1).

Guest/host samples were then fabricated via melt-casting at starting mass ratio of 1/100 between NL and different hosts, respectively. For NL/DMB (Figure 2a), weak blue luminescence was observed under 254-nm light irradiation and a green afterglow could last for \(\approx 8\) s at ambient conditions following the cease of UV irradiation. Consistently, steady-state photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of NL/DMB shows major fluorescence

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the guest/host system showing ultralong room-temperature phosphorescence (RTP). (b) Effective hosts (blue) for promoting RTP of naphthalene. Abbreviations: NL for naphthalene, DMB for 1,4-dimethoxybenzene, DCB for 1,4-dichlorobenzene, TriCB for 1,2,3-trichlorobenzene, TCB for 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene and DBB for 1,4-dibromobenzene.

Figure 2. (a)–(e) Steady-state and delayed (\(\Delta t = 50\) ms) PL spectra of NL/host system (NL/DMB, NL/DCB, NL/TriCB, NL/TCB and NL/DBB, respectively) at ambient conditions. Insert: Photos of NL/host when 254-nm UV light was on and off at ambient conditions; RTP lifetime (\(\tau\)) and QY (\(\phi\)) values were also shown. (f) Time-resolved decay curves of NL/host samples at maximum RTP emission. The samples were fabricated via melt-casting with starting mass ratio of NL/host = 1/100, respectively. (\(\lambda_{ex} = 280\) nm)
band centered at ~336 nm ($\tau_{PL} = 3.4$ ns) and tails to the blue-light region. A weak phosphorescence band centered at 511 nm ($\tau = 255$ ms) with vibrational fine structure is noticed when zoomed in (Figure S2), which is consistent with the delayed emission spectrum. The fluorescence band is attributed to a mixture of NL dispersed in DMB at molecular level, bulk DMB and bulk NL. While the phosphorescence band was assigned to triplet excited-state emission of NL dispersed in DMB at molecular level, which is verified by the phosphorescence spectrum of NL in 4:1 ethanol-methanol glass ($10^{-3}$ M) at 77 K (Figure S3). The RTP of NL/DMB was so weak that the quantum yield was measured to be only 1%. Even cooled to 77 K, NL/DMB still show dominant fluorescence band over phosphorescence (Figure S4). The inefficient RTP of NL/DMB indicate that DMB mainly provides an inelastic matrix for NL molecule but did not enhance the ISC of NL evidently.

In comparison, NL/DCB, NL/TCB and NL/DBB all show much more intense green RTP emission to naked eyes under 254-nm UV light irradiation at ambient conditions, with that of NL/DCB being the brightest (Figure 2b, 2d and 2e). After UV excitation ceased, NL/DCB also exhibits the longest afterglow (~11 s), followed by NL/TCB (~8 s). However, afterglow duration of NL/DBB is only ~1 s. Consistently, the RTP band of NL in these halogen-containing hosts dominates the steady-state PL spectrum, almost overlaps with the delayed emission spectrum. Additionally, RTP lifetimes of NL/DCB, NL/TCB and NL/DBB are measured to be 760 ms, 597 ms and 42 ms, respectively, while RTP QYs of NL/DCB, NL/TCB and NL/DBB are 15.6%, 5.3% and 4.6%, respectively ($\lambda_{em} = 280$ nm). Among the studied halogenated hosts, TriCB appears to be an exception since the RTP intensity of NL/TriCB ($\phi = 1.5\%$, $\tau = 203$ ms, duration < 2 s) is comparable to that of NL/DMB. At this stage, it is noted that most of the investigated halogen-containing hosts promote the RTP efficiency of NL substantially compared to DMB. However, there is no quantitative relationship between the RTP properties and the external heavy atom effects. On one hand, from NL/DMB to NL/DCB to NL/DBB, the RTP QY increase (by a factor of >15 to 4.6) is much more than can be accounted for by an increase in atomic number in going from O to Cl to Br on the host substituent. On the other hand, from NL/DCB to NL/TriCB to NL/TCB, the NL RTP did not enhance with increasing number of Cl atoms on the host. The reality is that DCB (with moderate atomic and substituting number of halogen) could activate the NL RTP to the greatest extent. These results might be partially rationalized by the fact that SOC enhancement is determined by how close the NL $\pi$ electron can approach the halogen nucleus on the host molecule, not only atomic and substituting number of the halogens. Indeed, the heterogeneity and intricate molecular rearrangement in the guest/host system make it difficult to predict the distance between NL electron and halogen with precision when substituent on the host varies.57

**Cluster-exciton mechanism for NL/DCB RTP.** As shown in Figure 3a-b, the NL/DCB RTP band with characteristic vibrational patterns (481, 517, 559, and 605 nm) could always appear without any shift under varying UV excitation from 250 to over 320 nm. What changes with excitation wavelength is the intensity of the whole RTP band. These results indicate that there is always only one emitting state for the RTP band, i.e., the $T_1$ of NL molecule in the NL/DCB system, regardless of different excitations. The question now is what happened in the excited state before the exciton decays to $T_1$ of NL. As shown in Figure 3c, the excitation spectrum of NL/DCB monitored at maximum RTP emission (517 nm) is almost as broad as that of NL in CHCl$_2$ solution from 240 to over 300 nm. In the range of 240–290 nm, the excitation spectrum of bulk DCB also largely overlaps with that of NL in CH$_2$Cl$_2$ (Figure 3c). Moreover, when excited by 260, 270, 280, 290 and 300 nm UV light respectively, the RTP QYs are all higher than 15% (Figure 3e), with QY being over 20% when excited by 260 and 290-nm UV light. Thus, in the process of producing strong RTP, both NL molecule and bulk DCB could be excited by the wide range of UV light. This makes it less reasonable to interpret the RTP as a consequence of energy transfer from the excited-state host to the guest. Furthermore, at guest concentrations from 10%, 5%, 1% to 0.1%, NL/DCB always show strong green RTP to naked eyes. For concentration of 0.1% and 1%, the RTP band dominates the steady-state PL spectra and the highest $I_{RTP}/I_{PL}$ values (RTP intensity over fluorescence intensity) are achieved (Figure 3d, 3f). From 1% to 5% to 10%, the NL fluorescence band (~337 nm) gradually increases to surpass the RTP band. At a low content of 0.01%, NL/DCB still show noticeable green RTP yet the emission intensity decreased heavily compared to that of 0.1%. Moreover, only faint green afterglow was observed at 10 ppm.

![Figure 3](image_url)
Figure 4. Energy levels of singlet (S) and triplet (T) states, spin-orbit coupling constants among S₁ and T₆ states (n = 1–6), electronic configuration calculated through electron-hole population of the combination of naphthalene (NL, guest) and 1,4-dichlorobenzene (DCB, host) at (a) the lowest ground state (S₀₋₀,min), (b) the lowest excited singlet state (S₁₋₁,min) and (c) the lowest triplet state (T₁₋₁,min). The triplet states for the effective intersystem crossing paths are marked by green color and the triplet states for ineffective paths are marked by grey color.

and almost no afterglow could be observed at 1 ppm by naked eyes. Consistently, the RTP band almost diminishes into baseline while fluorescence band (~300 nm) of bulk DCB becomes clear for concentration of 10 ppm and 1 ppm in the steady-state PL spectra.

In short, the RTP intensity of NL/DCB was maximized with a proper doping concentration (~0.1%-1%) where the guest and host tend to be excited simultaneously. We thus reason NL and several DCB molecules in proximity interact with each other in the excited state to promote ISC of the system. To corroborate our claim, density functional theory (DFT) studies were carried out. Though mass ratio of ~0.1%-1% are optimum for NL/DCB to emit efficient RTP, DFT simulation of NL in presence of several adjacent DCB molecules always lead to phase separation (Figure S8). Therefore, 1:1 of guest/host pair was selected to simulate electronic configuration of the exciton. As shown in Figure 4, we firstly optimized the ground state, excited singlet and triplet states of the 1:1 NL/DCB combo system and then obtained the energy levels, SOC constants and hole-electron population of each state. The calculated absorption, fluorescence and phosphorescence wavelengths well match the experimental values, which proves the reliability of the simulation model. At the minimum of S₀ state (S₀₋₀,min), the triplet states from T₁ to T₆ are all below the S₁ state, which provides potential channels for the ISC. The hole-electron population at S₀₋₀,min indicate that T₁, T₃, T₄ and T₅ states share the same configuration with the S₁ states. Hence, these four triplet states will be the terminals for the effective ISC process. All the states at S₀₋₀,min only show the exciton population on either the guest NL molecule or the host DCB molecule, and the SOC values are also relatively low (< 0.1 cm⁻¹). When the exciton decays from the Frank-Condon point to the lowest excited singlet state (S₁₋₁,min), within around +0.3 eV above the S₁ state, there are T₁ to T₅ states being able to provide the ISC channels. Most importantly, at S₁₋₁,min all the calculated states show through-space hole-electron population between the host and guest molecule, which obviously demonstrates a cluster exciton character. The S₁ state and T₁₋₁,min states show both through-space charge transfer and through-space conjugation effect, which makes all the transitions from S₁ to T₁₋₁,min to be effective ISC paths. Meanwhile, the cluster exciton property at S₁₋₁,min endows the system with high SOC values to enhance the ISC process. After transition from S₁ state to the triplet state, the exciton finally populates on the NL molecule at the lowest triplet state (T₁₋₁,min) and produces the phosphorescence of NL molecule. Thus, the NL/DCB combo generates the cluster exciton at the S₁₋₁,min state, and then it leads to the highly efficient ISC process to generate sufficient triplet population. From the reduced density gradient analysis (Figure S9), we
found that the through-space Van de Waals interactions could be the driving force for the formation of cluster excited state.

We also simulated the combination of NL/DMB and NL/DBB systems as shown in Figure S10 and S11. Due to the increased electron-donating ability and relatively bulky methoxyl groups of the DMB molecule, the distance between the NL and DMB molecule is further than the other two combinations and the exciton population shows more through-space charge transfer character. When decaying from Frank-Condon point to the $S_{1,\text{min}}$, the number of cluster excited states increases ($S_1$, $T_1$, $T_2$, $T_3$) so that the effective ISC channels are enriched. However, lower steric proximity in NL/DMB combo largely increases the $S_1$ state property and abundant effective ISC states at the $S_{1,\text{min}}$ state. Due to the enhanced heavy atom effect, the SOC constants of NL/DCB are dramatically increased with the largest value of over 12 cm$^{-1}$. Hence, the excessive ISC process makes the NL/DBB system show the shortest RTP lifetime. The lower RTP QY of NL/DBB than NL/DCB may result from heterogeneity and different radiationless paths in the guest/host material system. We then simulated the excited-state electronic configuration of isolated NL molecule for control. As shown in Figure S12, the NL molecule only shows similar exciton population in $S_1$ and $T_1$ states for all the three minima. Meanwhile, the NL molecule possesses negligible SOC constants (< 0.1 cm$^{-1}$) in the excited states. Thus, such inefficient ISC process resulted that no RTP can be detected in the pure NL system. The comparison between the pure NL system and the guest/host system further validated the dramatic strengthening effect of the cluster exciton on the RTP performance. Overall, the cluster exciton will lead to large SOC constants and increase the number of effective ISC channels to bridge the singlet with triplet states and finally lead to the enhanced RTP.

Application of the NL/DCB RTP. The super-efficient RTP of NL/DCB enables quick identification of NL molecules using bulk DCB as a “sensor” (an activator for NL RTP rather than a phosphor by itself). When little NL mothball was ground with excess amount of solid DCB, intense green RTP with duration of over 10 s emerged. Conversely, when mixing camphor (an aliphatic ketone with natural source) with DCB by grinding, no visible luminescence was noticed at all. Since the most ubiquitous pollution source of NL is vapor phase and the most common intake form for toxic NL is vapor inhalation due to its quick sublimation to the atmosphere at RT (no matter used as household mothballs or in chemical industry), we then tested the

Figure 5. (a) steady-state PL spectra of DCB sealed with non-contact NL solid in a quartz tube at RT for different times ($\lambda_{ex} = 280$ nm). (b) Absolute RTP QY values over time monitored at DCB part sealed with non-contact NL solid in a quartz tube at RT ($\lambda_{ex} = 280$ nm). The photo of DCB and NL solid separated by a piece of cotton in a sealed quartz tube which is used for the PL and QY measurements. (c) Photos of different hosts (1-DBM, 2-DCB, 3-TriCB, 4-TCB, 5-DBB) sealed with non-contact NL solid in a quartz tube at RT for 1 h under 254-nm UV irradiation and after UV was off. (d) Schematic illustration of sensing device (left) and process (right) for NL mothball vapor using “turn-on” RTP when bulk DCB in the shape of characters meets NL vapor in sealed PMMA plate. (e) RTP and afterglow photos of the DCB sensor part after exposure to small amount of non-contact NL solid for 2 h in a sealed PMMA plate ($\lambda_{UV} = 254$ nm).
ability of DCB to detect NL vapor based on “turn-on” type RTP. When almost non-luminescent solid DCB was sealed with NL solid in a quartz tube without direct contact, the RTP intensity monitored at the DCB part kept increasing as shown by the phosphorescence band ($\lambda_{em-max}$ = 517 nm with vibrational peaks at 481, 517, 559, and 605 nm) in the steady-state PL spectra as well as RTP QY values measured over a period of several hours (Figure 5a-b). This is caused by rapid and continuous sublimation of NL molecules into the DCB solid at RT. Moreover, only DCB among the five studied hosts could give rise to notable green RTP when using the same non-contact sublimation method within a timescale of 1 h (Figure 5c). Finally, a small PMMA device for NL vapor detection was fabricated (Figure 5d). Inside the groove of PMMA plate, the sculptured character or pattern part (English, Chinese, Japanese and chemical structure version of naphthalene, respectively) is filled with DCB solid. Then, little amount of NL solid was placed on the other part of the groove, staying apart from DCB solid, and sealed with quartz slide subsequently at RT. Within just one minute, the character or pattern (sensor) part could show visible green afterglow to naked eyes, indicating the sublimation of NL molecules into DCB solid is extremely fast at RT. Within 2 h, noticeable steady-state green RTP with seconds-long afterglow was observed (Figure 5e). These results demonstrated that DCB is a specific and sensitive RTP “turn-on” sensor for both solid-state and gaseous NL based on intuitive afterglow phenomenon at ambient conditions.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we disclosed a neglected RTP phenomenon from a simple guest/host system with commercial sources. Particularly, the guest (NL) is a traditional and banned component for widespread mothballs while the host (DCB) is a safer alternative to NL for manufacturing mothballs. The efficiency of the green RTP surpasses 20% ($\lambda = 260$ or 290 nm) with simultaneously ultralong lifetime, a performance better than that of the vast majority of metal-free RTP materials reported to date. In addition to the role halogens played, the strong RTP of the unique NL/DCB system was proposed to mainly arise from a cluster exciton where electron and hole are delocalized (spanning the guest and the host) for promoting ISC. The synergistic interaction between the guest and host in the transient excited state is different from conventional energy transfer model where only one species, either the guest or the host, could be in the excited state at any time. This interpretation based on detailed experimental and theoretical evidence will advance the understanding in purely organic RTP systems. On the other hand, since naked eyes are most sensitive to green light, the RTP of NL/DCB with QY of ~20% is indeed quite recognizable by common people, even under soft room lighting. It was demonstrated that the initial “dark” bulk DCB solid could show notable green afterglow upon mixing with trace amount of NL solid or vapor. In addition to abused globally as moth repellents, NL is also a major product of coal tar and a precursor for preparing other aromatic compounds. Furthermore, NL is a characteristic substance found in certain interstellar medium$^{58-59}$ which can indicate the evolution of galaxies, and also a compound synthesized by some fungi$^{60}$ to protect their host plants. Therefore, the bright RTP of the unique NL/DCB system is of vital significance for sensing applications, not only in identifying illegal mothballs, but also in fields of chemical industry, astronomy and biosciences.
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